SECTION 29, T. 29 N, R. 5 E., W.M.

MATCHLINE STA 96+00
SEE SHEET EXH06

MATCHLINE STA 87+00
SEE SHEET EXH04

MATCHLINE STA 87+00
SEE SHEET EXH04

SEGMENT F
LIND dr. SE TO 181ST ST SE

PRELIMINARY PLAN

SNOHOMISH COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC WORKS

ALTERNATIVE 4

43RD AVE SE
SR 524 TO 180TH STREET SE
SNOHOMISH COUNTY STANDARD

PRELIMINARY

30%
SECTION 29, T. 29 N, R. 5 E., W.M.

SEGMENT F

MATCHLINE STA 96+00
SEE SHEET EXH06

SEGMENT G

MATCHLINE STA 96+00
SEE SHEET EXH06

SNOHOMISH COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

PRELIMINARY PLAN